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Background  

 

The Men’s Artistic National Performance Programme continues to develop for 2018-19 to support the ongoing development of Scotland’s current and 

future potential capable of success at British and international level. The programme is based on a culture of hard work, continuous improvement, taking 

ownership and embracing challenge. The programme is centred around developing coaches and gymnasts in the performance pathway.  

The programme takes a holistic approach, with Paul Hall (MBE) continuing to drive this programme for Scottish Gymnastics and provide excellent technical 

support for both our gymnasts and their associated personal coaches along with key interventions from integrated support services in Physical Preparation, 

Physiotherapy and Nutrition. Coaches and gymnasts who wish to be part of the programme must engage with all parts of the programme.   

By entering the programme, gymnasts should be entering the following competitions in each calendar year as a minimum expectation: 

• Scottish Championships 

• British Championships  

• London Open 

 

Invitation to Trial 

 

The MAG NPP is a single tier programme supporting gymnasts in the FIG age group U16, U18 and Senior competition programme; gymnasts will be 

selected using the criteria highlighted in Table.1 below along with their ability to demonstrate performance potential through a gymnast profile submission.  

Personal coaches of any gymnasts who meet the relevant criteria who wished to be considered for the programme need to submit a profile by 12 noon 

on Wednesday 09 May 2018. Only gymnasts who have returned full submissions stated above will be considered for the programme. Following a 

review of the profile submissions, the Performance Manager (Olympic Disciplines) and National Technical Advisor will identify the gymnasts invited to trial 

for the NPP and gymnasts will be notified via their personal coaches.  
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Table 1: MAG NPP Eligibility 

 

Selection Process 

 

During the trial weekend the following three areas will be assessed and for selection into the programme for 2018-19 will be equally weighted across: 

• Technical (Skill Bank: current skills competing and skills that are being developed) 

• Physical (Physical Preparation & Conditioning)   

• Mindset (Performance Behaviours) 

Some consideration will also be made to Competition Results from Scottish & British Championships in 2018. 

Age 
Eligibility  

Competition 
Component  

Gymnastics Skills  

      

U16  

 

68.000+ 
Training double 

salto / double twist 

30 consecutive 
circles on handles; 3 
or more circles on 1 

handle 

Any B strength part. 
A double salto or > 
dismount. H/stand 

for 5secs+ 

2 different 
somersaulting vaults 

(to pit) 

Training any above 
bar C or more. 

Competed with all 4 

EGR's  

Competed with 3 
EGR's and training 

the 4th  

OR Min. Start Value (U16) 4.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.5 3.1 

U18 

 

70.000+ 
Linking a C with an 

A or more 
combination tumble  

30 consecutive 
circles on handles; 3 
or more circles on 1 

handle; 
2 C or more travels 

Any B strength part. 
A double salto or > 
dismount. H/stand 

for 5secs+ 

2 different 
somersaulting vaults 

Training any above 
bar C or more, & 

below bar B. 
Completed with all 4 

EGR's  

Competed with all 4 
EGR's 

OR Min. Start Value (U18) 4.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 43.5 3.5 

Senior  

 

72.000+ As above As above As above  
2 different 

somersaulting vaults 
As above As above  

OR Min. Start Value (Seniors) 4.5 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 
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Programme Delivery 
A camp-based programme, the MAG NPP will be primarily based at Inverclyde National Sports Training Centre and Huntingdon Gymnastics Club and may 

also include training camps and competition opportunities at venues across the UK and abroad. The camps will be led by MA National Technical Advisor, 

Paul Hall MBE, and will be supported by Physical Preparation and Physiotherapy. Gymnasts and coaches in the programme will also receive support in 

Nutrition.     

The programme is about continuous improvement; gymnasts who are selected onto the programme will be continually assessed throughout the 

programme year with targets and feedback given after each camp.  It is the responsibility of the gymnast and personal coach to ensure these targets are 

progressed with the club training environment and progress is reported back on. Personal coaches of gymnasts selected onto this programme must attend 

the camps to ensure learning and feedback is transitioned back to the club environment, where a personal coach is unable to attend a club coach should 

be in attendance with a gymnast(s).  

 

MAG National Performance Programme 2018-19 

Camp Dates Venue Focus 
Gymnast & Coach 

Contribution 

Trial 
19th May 2018 

(1 day trial) 
Inverclyde NSTC 

Trial: Assessment of Technical (Skill Bank), 

Physical Preparation & Mindset  

 
Gymnast contribution £30 

1 
27th – 28th June 2018 

(3 day camp) 
Huntingdon  

Residential 
Gymnast £160 / Coach £120 

2 
13th – 15th August 2018 

(3 day camp) 
Inverclyde NSTC  

Residential 
Gymnast £160 
Coach £120 

Non-Residential 
Gymnast £100 

Coach £70 

3 
19th – 20th October 2018 

(3 day camp) 
Inverclyde NSTC  

Residential 
Gymnast £160 
Coach £120 

Non-Residential 
Gymnast £100 

Coach £70 

4 
16th – 18th November  

(3 day camp) 
Inverclyde NSTC  

Residential 
Gymnast £160 
Coach £120 

Non-Residential 
Gymnast £100 

Coach £70 

5 
TBC January  
(3 day camp) 

Inverclyde NSC  
Residential 

Gymnast £160 
Coach £120 

Non-Residential 
Gymnast £100 

Coach £70 

Please note these dates are subject to change. Programme dates will be confirmed after selection of gymnasts onto the programme. 
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Other Key Information  

 

All formal communication relating to the NPP will be via the Scottish Gymnastics Performance Department and the personal coach; this includes camp 

logistics, targets and selection for representative events linked to the NPP. There will be a subsidised cost to attending camps for coaches and gymnasts 

to cover accommodation and subsistence, which will be invoiced to gymnasts’ Scottish clubs, except for gymnasts based outside Scotland who will be 

invoiced directly. Injury prior to a camp should be discussed with the Performance Department in advance and in line with SG cancellation policy for 

performance activity. 

It is also encouraged that clubs attend quality events in the UK and abroad where suitable, which are appropriate to the age and stage of the gymnast. 

Scottish Gymnastics performance department will track the results from these key events for gymnasts on the programme but ask that personal coaches 

update the team with significant results out with these named events.  

Gymnasts who competed at the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games in April 2018 will have the opportunity to integrate into the NPP for 2018-19 at 

the most appropriate time in the gymnasts’ plan, this is in prior discussion and agreement with the Performance Manager (Olympic Disciplines) and 

National Technical Advisor.  


